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CHAMP reprocessing
• 10 s sampling





• no regularization and 





- mean annual signal
degree RMS
(source: Weigelt et al. 2012)























CHAMP results – time series
(source: Weigelt et al. 2012)
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(source: Weigelt et al. 2012)
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Spectral resolution GRACE CHAMP Error 
(%)
1 60 -223 -267 20
2 30 -222 -252 14
3 20 -218 -242 11
4 10 -203 -211 4
Change rates [Gt/yr] from 
point mass approach 
(no GIA correction applied)
GRACE CHAMP
CHAMP results – ice mass loss
(source: Baur (2012))
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SWARM orbit parameters
satellite A: h ≈ 455 - 330 km 
I = 87.3°; M0 = 0°; Ω0 = 0°
satellite B: h ≈ 455 - 330 km 
I = 87.3°; M0 = 0.5°; Ω0 = 1.4°
satellite C: h ≈ 530 - 515 km 






● (planned) lauch: Dec. 2013
● 4-5 years nominal lifetime
(source: ESA (2004)) 
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hydrology (H) trend
ice (I) trend
solid Earth (S) trend
combined (HIS) trend
time-period J2000 - J2004; Lmax = 60; AOHIS fields from Gruber et al. 2011, H from MERRA
Trends of input mass fields
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maximum degree: L = 60  
sampling-time: t = 5 s
background errors: 30% of AOHIS
tidal error: EOT08a – GOT4.7
orbit noise: X = 4 cm, coloured
SWARM simulation design
SWARM vs. CHAMP and GRACE solutions
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Input fields (HIS) SWARM basis + low. freq. noise
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● SWARM (CHAMP) and GRACE solutions overlap for low degrees
→ sensitivity of hl-SST to long wavelength time-variability
● CHAMP results demonstrate that mass trend estimation is possible
from hl-SST
● basins with strong signals (e.g. GRE, CAN, ANT) show in our
SWARM simulations little affected spatial patterns and normal signal
strength
→ estimation within 10% - 30% (Greenland: 10%).
● Kalman-filtering is able to reduce errors of solutions with larger error
source (e.g. CHAMP,SWARM ‘basis + low freq. noise’), but might
also reduce signals, especially for scenarios of lower noise.
● We conclude that SWARM is likely able to see time variable gravity
field patterns, especially where the signals are strong.
→ valuable source of information for GRACE/GFO gap filling.
Results/conclusions
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